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Abstract: 
 

The presence of competition in human beings’ daily interactions is inescapable; from 
landing a promotion in the workplace, to being perceived as successful in social groups, to a 
seemingly friendly game of ping-pong, humans cannot avoid the inherent desire to compete and 
achieve success in their endeavors. When presented with perceived competition, the body 
undergoes a number of physiological changes to optimize performance. The purpose of this 
study was to examine the physiological effects of competition during the completion of a short-
term memory game. Participants were randomly placed into a group and asked to complete a 
memory game first alone, and then again against a competitor (Group 1) or first against a 
competitor, and then alone (Group 2). Participants’ completion times under both circumstances, 
as well as their heart rate and electrodermal activity (EDA), were measured in order to provide 
insight into the activation of the sympathetic nervous system. We found that the completion time 
of the memory game was not significantly affected by the presence of a competitor, but that both 
heart rate and EDA significantly increased when faced with competition, indicating activation of 
the sympathetic nervous system. These results could provide greater insight to the ways that 
humans perceive and respond to competition, information that is particularly relevant in 
academic and workplace settings.  
 
Introduction: 
 

Head-to-head competition has been prevalent among humans since the inception of our 
species. Historically, competition for resources and mates played a key role in determining the 
survival and reproductive success of an individual. While the role of head-to-head competition 
for resources has changed since the early days of humanity, it remains vital in influencing the 
social status of an individual. Winners are perceived as superior and are more desirable mates 
(Zilloli & Watson, 2012). As a result, sexual selection naturally favors individuals who enhance 
their social status by performing well in the face of competition. Further, social status is 
established through competition in today’s society in a number of ways, including its notable and 
increasing prevalence in the workplace as well as through school admission processes. Millions 
of employees compete for jobs and promotions every year while students directly vie for 
acceptance into schools and programs. The outcome of these competitions can have a major 
impact on the income, the quality of life, and the future of these individuals. Thus, it has 
remained advantageous for the body to undergo a variety of physiological changes in preparation 
for perceived competition in order to maximize the likelihood of an optimal outcome. These 
physiological changes, especially among students in competitive environments, aid in coping 
with stressful situations such as examinations.  

The physiological changes the human body undergoes when faced with competition are 
collectively referred to as the “competition effect” (Zilloli & Watson, 2012). These physiological 
changes are attributed to social stress, as any competition inherently presents a risk of social 
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defeat. Social stress stimulates sympathetic nervous activation and ACTH secretion from the 
anterior pituitary, which in turn stimulates cortisol secretion from the adrenal cortex (Salvador & 
Costa, 2009). An increase in plasma cortisol is associated with support of the sympathetic 
nervous system and its corresponding physiological effects on the body. These include an 
increase in heart rate and blood pressure, activation of sweat glands, dilation of pupils, and other 
hallmarks of the “fight or flight” response. Competition has been found to affect both skin 
conductance and mean body temperature, indicating the presence of sympathetic nervous system 
activation. Adolph et al. (2010) found that skin conductance was higher for participants when 
they were put into a competitive situation as opposed to a non-competitive one. This aligns with 
the findings of Corbett (2018), where in the presence of a perceived competitor, subjects’ body 
temperatures were higher than when completing a task alone. These studies imply that perceived 
competition is sufficient to elicit a sympathetic autonomic response. 

Although there have been numerous studies published focusing on the physiological 
changes the body undergoes when faced with competition, few studies have focused on the 
impact competition, and thus sympathetic innervation, has on short-term memory. It is important 
to distinguish between short-term memory and attention to rationalize this idea. Attention can be 
thought of as the bridge between the sensory information one encounters and how well the brain 
receives and processes that information. Short-term memory, on the other hand, is the ability to 
retain and recall the meaning behind this afferent sensory information in the near-term. If 
attention is not maintained throughout a task, short-term memory is likely to fail at a higher rate, 
but attentiveness alone is no guarantee of accurate memory formation (Johnson & Spencer, 
2017). DiMenichi and Tricomi (2015) found that the incorporation of competition in a memory 
task resulted in greater attention, but not necessarily better results when faced with a short-term 
memory task. Similarly, Al’Absi et al. (2003) found that stress-induced cortisol secretion 
hindered participants’ success in accurately completing working memory tasks. 

While there is still much to be learned about the neurophysiology of short-term memory, 
it is largely agreed upon that the three necessary processes; namely, encoding, maintenance, and 
retrieval of a memory, involve potentiation or modulation of a highly specific pattern of synapses 
within the brain, many of which are located in the prefrontal cortex (Jonides et al., 2014). Ferry 
& McGaugh (2000) demonstrated that the rapid release of norepinephrine from the adrenal 
medulla in response to stressful stimuli leads to the activation of adrenoceptors in various 
locations, including the amygdala. In addition to “turning on” these centers in the amygdala, 
norepinephrine has been found to downregulate or “turn off” centers in the prefrontal cortex 
(Arnsten, 1998). As the prefrontal cortex is the primary site of high level cognition and plays a 
fundamental role in the formation of short-term memory (Siddiqui et al., 2008), any down 
regulation in its activity could plausibly impair memory formation. Thus, one possible 
explanation for the seemingly reduced efficacy of short-term memory in stressful situations is a 
disruption of this pattern of synapse potentiation and modulation in the prefrontal cortex by 
sympathetic activation. 
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Because of this rationale, we hypothesized that electrodermal activity (EDA), heart rate, 
and completion time of a short-term memory task would all be higher for an individual in the 
presence of a perceived competitor than when completed alone. EDA was recorded to measure 
sweat gland activity in order to provide insight to sympathetic nervous activation (Benedek & 
Kaembach, 2010). Additionally, measuring changes in heart rate served as another parameter for 
providing insight regarding activation of the sympathetic nervous system (Gordon et al., 2015). 
Time to completion of the memory task was used as a means of evaluating the strength of short-
term memory formation under each set of experimental conditions. Collectively, these variables 
provide insight into the effects competition has on the human body and mind. 

 
Materials: 
 

In order to determine the effect of competition on short-term memory recollection, the 
following three variables were examined: time to completion, heart rate, and electrodermal 
activity (EDA). The timer app on the iPhone was used to measure the time (in seconds) required 
to complete a short-term memory recall game. Heart rate (in beats per minute) was determined 
by using a pulse oximeter (Model number: 9843; made by Nonin Medical Inc., Minneapolis, 
MN, USA). Data collection and analysis of EDA was regulated by BIOPAC Student Lab System 
(BSL 4 Software, MP 36) and with guidance from the BIOPAC Systems, Inc. Student Manual 
(BIOPAC Systems, Inc. ISO 9001:2008). BSL EDA finger electrodes (Model: SS3LA, Biopac 
Systems, Inc. Goleta, CA) were used to measure EDA in microsiemens (µS). The game used for 
short-term memory recollection, Concentration, is accessible at the following website: 
http://jumpingfishes.com/memory/. The objective of the game is to locate all the pairs of 
matching cards in the grid. These cards are placed face-down and the player can only overturn 
two cards at a time. The randomly-generated 5x6 animal edition was used for all participants 
(Figure 2). One desktop computer with the BIOPAC Student Lab System was used to measure 
EDA while the participants used a laptop with a touchpad to complete the short-term memory 
game. The trials were completed in a small isolated room to minimize distractions.  
 
Methods: 
 
Participants and Consent 
 

Fifty students enrolled in the spring section of Anatomy and Physiology 435 at the 
University of Wisconsin-Madison volunteered to partake in this experiment. Preceding data 
collection, participants read and signed a consent form informing them of the experiment’s 
purpose, basic procedure, time commitment, confidentiality, and potential risks. The student-
participants were randomly divided into two groups that differed in terms of trial order: those 
who played the game alone first and then against a competitor (Group 1) and those who played 
the game against a competitor first and then alone (Group 2). Members of the research team were 
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used as decoys competing against the participants. In all cases, a decoy of the opposite gender 
was employed; males competed against a female and females competed against a male. 
 
Procedure 
  

Proper setup of the BIOPAC System on a desktop computer preceded the arrival of the 
participants. The BSL EDA finger electrodes were connected to CH1 of the BIOPAC Student 
Lab System. To ensure that the proper parameter was measured, the system was set to measure 
“Electrodermal activity” (EDA, SSCL, SS3LA, SS57, 0-35 Hz) in units of microsiemens (µS). 
The game, Concentration, was accessed on a laptop (obtainable at the following website: 
http://jumpingfishes.com/memory/). The 5x6 animal edition was used in all trials (Figure 2). 
After the signing of the consent form, electrode gel was applied via a new cotton tipped 
applicator to each base of the BSL EDA finger electrode. The electrodes were bandaged onto the 
distal tip of the index and middle fingers of the participant’s non-dominant hand. On the same 
hand, the pulse oximeter was placed around the participant’s ring finger. A 30-second baseline 
recording of EDA as well as a baseline measurement of resting heart rate using the pulse 
oximeter were noted before each participant was presented with the memory game. Following 
the preparation steps, the participants were read a specific script (see Appendix A) describing the 
game directions that corresponded to the group they were in. Those in Group 1 completed 
Concentration alone while those in Group 2 competed against a decoy in the matching game. 
EDA was measured from the moment the proctor said “go,” signaling the beginning of their 
attempt to complete the game, to the moment they finished by matching all the cards. The heart 
rate of the participants was measured at t=0 seconds and at every subsequent 30-second interval 
until the participants completed the game. The heart rate at the time of game completion was also 
recorded. In addition, time of game completion was measured using the timer app on an iPhone. 
Upon completion, participants were asked to sit and wait for two minutes. After the two minutes 
had elapsed, participants were read another script (see Appendix A) describing the game 
directions that corresponded to the group they were in. In the next trial, participants in Group 1 
competed against a decoy while participants in Group 2 completed the game alone. The same 
time bounds were used to measure EDA, heart rate, and completion time. Data collection ended 
after participants completed the game a second time. Concentration randomly generated a new 
grid for every game, so the first trial was thought unlikely to impact the results of the second 
trial. An overview of the timeline for the set-up of this experiment is shown in Figure 1. This 
procedure was replicated fifty times with fifty different participants. Average EDA for the 
duration of each trial was calculated using the BIOPAC software and average heart rate during 
the duration of each trial was calculated from the recorded measurements. 
 
Data Analysis 
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The time to completion data is in the form of two times (in seconds) for each individual: 
one for the trial with no competition and one for the trial with competition. A paired two-sample 
t-test was used to check for significant differences between the two trials.  Additionally, a paired 
two-sample t-test was used to check for significant differences between a participant’s first trial 
and second trial in order to indicate whether a learning effect was present.   

Each individual has three quantitative EDA data points in the form of average 
microsiemens: one for the baseline 30 seconds, one for the trial without competition, and one for 
the trial with competition. Paired two-sample t-tests were used to check for significant 
differences between the three groups. We also have the ability to assess using paired two-sample 
t-tests whether there was a significant difference in EDA between a participant’s first and second 
trials, independent of the presence of competition. 

As with the EDA data, each individual had three quantitative heart rate data points, this 
time in the form of average beats per minute: one for the baseline, one for the trial without 
competition, and one for the trial with competition. Paired two-sample t-test were used to check 
for significant differences between the groups. We also had the ability to assess using paired 
two-sample t-tests whether there was a significant difference in heart rate between a participant’s 
first and second trials, independent of the presence of competition. 
 
Positive Controls 
 

To determine the effectiveness of the equipment in detecting the physiological changes 
being researched, positive control tests were conducted. Baseline measurements for EDA were 
measured over an interval of 2 minutes using the BIOPAC Student Lab System and the BSL 
EDA finger electrodes. The baseline average for EDA was 3.248 ± 0.871 µS (n=2). Baseline 
measurements for heart rate were found using the pulse oximeter and were recorded every 30 
seconds for 90 seconds total. The baseline average for heart rate was 70.00 ± 9.00 beats per 
minute (n=2). EDA and heart rates were again tested after the participants partook in physical 
activity. EDA was measured after 1 minute of running in place while heart rate was measured 
after 30 seconds of attempting pushups. The averages were 3.795 ± 1.534 µS and 95.67 ± 10.58 
beats per minute (n=2). The expected increase in EDA and heart rate from the baseline 
measurements to the measurements after physical activity indicated that the BIOPAC equipment 
and pulse oximeter were practical instruments for measuring changes in these variables. To test 
the effectiveness of using the timer app on the iPhone, two participants completed Concentration 
alone (without competition) and then a second time against a decoy competitor. The average 
completion time for the game alone was 94.5 ± 6.788 seconds and 78.25 ± 15.627 seconds for 
when competition existed, thus showing that the timer app on the iPhone was effective in 
measuring changes in completion time.  
 
Negative Controls 
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Before being read the directions, baseline measurements for EDA and heart rate were 
collected for each participant using the BIOPAC equipment to measure EDA and the pulse 
oximeter to measure heart rate. The participants sat for a 30-second interval while letting their 
hands rest on the table. The laptop displaying Concentration had not yet been placed in front of 
them, and the decoys were not in the room during this time. For each participant, the baseline 
measurements from the negative controls were compared to the measurements collected during 
the two game trials.  
 
Results:   
 
Heart Rate 
 
 We recorded a steady baseline heart rate prior to experimentation for each participant 
(n=50). The heart rates recorded at intervals during each trial were averaged, and the difference 
between these averages and an individual’s baseline measurement were calculated. The average 
increase in heart rate from baseline was 5.78 ± 1.099 beats per minute during the alone trial and 
13.35 ± 1.623 beats per minute during the competition trial (Figure 4). A paired two-sample t-
test comparing these increases across all participants yielded a p-value of 2.167 x10-6.  This 
indicates that there was a statistically significant difference between heart rate increases during 
the two trials at the ɑ=.05 level. 
 
Electrodermal Activity 
 

We used the Biopac software to calculate the average EDA for each participant (n=50) 
during the 30-second baseline measurement as well as for the duration of both of their trials 
(Figure 3). We then calculated the differences between an individual’s baseline average EDA 
and their average EDA during each trial. The average increase in EDA from baseline was 0.653 
± 0.151 µS during the alone trial and 0.898 ± 0.160 µS during the competition trial (Figure 5). A 
paired two-sample t-test comparing these increases across all participants yielded a p-value of 
6.688 x10-3. This indicates that there was a statistically significant difference between EDA 
increases during the two trials at the ɑ=.05 level. 
 
Completion Time 
 
 The time it took each individual (n=50) to clear the board during each of their trials was 
recorded as a completion time. The average completion time was 86.76 ± 2.951 seconds for all 
alone trials and 84.89 ± 3.297 seconds for all competition trials (Figure 6a). A paired two-sample 
t-test comparing completion times across all participants yielded a p-value of 0.5789. This 
indicates that there was no statistically significant difference between completion times during 
the two trials at the ɑ=.05 level. 
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 The average completion times for all participants’ first and second trials (regardless of 
the order of alone and competition) were also calculated. The average time was 84.91 ± 3.240 
seconds for the first trial and 86.75 ± 3.014 seconds during the second trial (Figure 6b). A paired 
two-sample t-test comparing completion times across all participants yielded a p-value of 0.5844. 
This indicates that there was no statistically significant difference between completion times 
during the two trials at the ɑ=.05 level. 
 
Discussion: 
 
  The significantly greater increase in heart rate and EDA in the presence of competition 
compared to in its absence is in line with our hypothesis. As these measurements were taken as a 
metric for sympathetic innervation, it seems quite likely that introducing competition to an 
individual completing a task induces a degree of sympathetic innervation. This aligns with 
Adolph et al. (2010), which also observed an increase in EDA when participants were put in a 
competitive situation. Additionally, our observation that the heart rate of participants increased 
when presented with competition aligns with the findings of Harrison et al. (2001).  
 Because we found no statistically significant difference in the time it took to complete the 
memory game between the alone and competition trials, we failed to support the final component 
of our hypothesis. It cannot be said that introducing competition changed the average time to 
completion in either direction. By splitting our data collection into Groups 1 and 2, we were also 
able to test for the presence of a learning effect; namely, whether participants became better at 
the game during their second trial after having the experience of playing it once already. In this 
analysis, we found no statistically significant difference in completion times as well, indicating 
that the random generation nature of the game likely prevented any detectable learning effect 
from occurring. This rules out one confounding variable that could have impacted the results of 
our study. 
 Two potential conclusions can be drawn from these completion time results. The first is 
that the sympathetic innervation caused by competition does not have any great influence on 
short-term memory. This data aligns with Wolf et al. (2001), which found no significant 
difference in memory recall between a stressed group and a non-stressed group. Although this 
study assessed short-term memory via word recall rather than image recall, it is possible that in 
both cases, mild sympathetic activation simply does not interfere with the neural processes of 
memory encoding, maintenance, and recall in the prefrontal cortex to a sufficient degree to cause 
memory impairment. This is contrary to our biological rationale and suggests the interplay 
between competition and memory is more complex than previously thought. A second potential 
conclusion that can be drawn from the results we obtained is that the design of our study did not 
adequately allow us to quantify short-term memory because there was too much variability in the 
outcome of the game. Concentration inherently involves a degree of chance. If a participant 
happens to flip two matching tiles on the first try, some of their quicker completion time can be 
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attributed to chance, rather than the variable of memory efficacy alone. In this case, our metric 
for short-term memory would be inadequate to assess its functionality. 
 For the purposes of this study, a competitor of the opposite gender was always employed 
as an additional control. While it would be interesting to analyze the differences between how 
males and females respond to competition as well as how participants respond to competitors of 
different genders, we believe this is beyond the scope of our experiment and leave this analysis 
to future studies. 
 For future studies, it would be wise to use a different method for observing changes in 
short-term memory as a result of competition. While Concentration was consistent, random, and 
objective, it leaves too much up to chance and is a poor metric for assessing memory. A better 
metric could assess accuracy of image recall rather than speed. Additionally, it may be useful to 
choose a short-term memory examination that requires one to recall information on a slightly 
longer timescale, perhaps 2-5 minutes instead of the 1-2 minutes typical of this experiment. 
 In addition to this potential inability of Concentration to accurately assess short-term 
memory, one limitation of our study is that the results may not be representative of the general 
population. Our sample consisted of 50 students enrolled in the spring section of Anatomy and 
Physiology 435 at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. In order for our results to be 
representative of the general population, further studies must be done that include participants of 
a broader cross section of society. 

Another limiting factor of our study is that we measured only two variables in order to 
gauge activation of the sympathetic nervous system. In order to gain more insight into how the 
body is physiologically affected by the presence of competition, one may consider measuring 
more variables that can be considered hallmarks of the activation of the sympathetic nervous 
system response, such as blood pressure or respiration rates. This would allow for better 
estimation of the degree of sympathetic activation that is occurring.   
 Despite these limitations, we are confident that our experiment still yields valid data.  The 
paired nature of the data collection allows for each participant to be compared with his/herself, 
eliminating many potential confounding variables that would arise if comparisons were being 
drawn between individuals. We also implemented a variety of controls in the experimental 
design to minimize the interference of confounding variables and to focus only on the presence 
or absence of competition. Furthermore, the physiological data we acquired shows changes that 
are significant even at extremely low alpha levels, indicating the likelihood that chance alone 
accounts for them is incredibly small. With these facts in mind, we believe that our study 
accurately assesses how the body responds to competition and provides a solid foundation for 
further research into how these physiological changes influence short-term memory. Competition 
is ubiquitous in modern society, and the more we as humans understand about its effects, the 
better equipped we will be to take advantage of its benefits and minimize the impact of its 
detriments. 

Our research on the physiological effects associated with the activation of the 
sympathetic nervous system complements the Anatomy and Physiology 435 class curriculum 
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well because it provided us with greater insight to the ways that the human body responds to 
situations of perceived short-term stress. Inducing competition in a controlled scenario provides 
details about the sympathetic effects described when our bodies enter “fight or flight” mode and 
how the hormones responsible for this response cause quantifiable physiological responses in the 
body, including heart rate and EDA. The physical data collected throughout this study helped us 
apply the material we learned in lectures in a more tangible way and allowed for integration 
between textbook information and application through real life human physiology. Having a 
quantitative representation of specific physiological changes in the body was extremely 
beneficial to our education as it allowed us to apply what we learned in lecture and visualize it in 
a real-world setting. The experience we gained in designing and carrying out an experiment was 
also very useful to our understanding of the scientific process. 
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Figures: 
 
 
 
                                            
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 1. Overview of experimental timeline. Total estimated time per individual was 10 
minutes. 

Figure 2. Screenshots of Concentration. (a) The opening frame of the game. (b) A depiction of 
two cards that do not match, which are then subsequently returned to their original positions. (c) 
A depiction of two cards that do match, which are then removed from the board (d).  
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Figure 3. Electrodermal activity data (EDA) collection example: group 1 participant. (a) The average 
EDA (µS) over a 30-second interval was measured and used as a baseline measurement. The average 
EDA was calculated for the interval of time in which it took a participant to complete the memory game 
alone. (b) The average EDA was calculated for the interval of time in which it took participant to 
complete the memory game with a competitor present. The EDA data collection and averages were 
measured and calculated by the BIOPAC software.  
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Figure 4. Average change in heart rate compared to baseline. The average change in an 
individual’s (n=50) heart rate from baseline was 5.78 ± 1.099 beats per minute during the alone 
trial and 13.35 ± 1.623 beats per minute for the competition trial. Error bars representing 
standard error are shown. A paired two-sample t-test evaluating all individuals’ changes from 
baseline yielded a p-value < 0.05. 
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Figure 5. Average change in EDA compared to baseline. The average change in an individual’s 
(n=50) EDA from baseline was 0.653 ± 0.151 µS during the alone trial and 0.898 ± 0.160 µS 
during the competition trial. Error bars representing standard error are shown.  A paired two-
sample t-test evaluating all individuals’ changes from baseline yielded a p-value <0.05. 

 
 

 
Figure 6. Average completion times. (a) The average completion time (n=50) was 86.76 ± 2.951 
seconds during the alone trial and 84.89 ± 3.297 seconds during the competition trial. Error bars 
representing standard error are shown. A paired two sample t-test evaluating all participants’ 
trials yielded a p-value > 0.05. (b) The average completion time, while ignoring the order of the 
alone and competition trials, was 84.91 ± 3.240 seconds during the first trial and 86.75 ± 3.014 
seconds during the second trial. Error bars representing standard error are shown. A paired two 
sample t-test evaluating all participants’ trials yielded a p-value > 0.05.  
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Appendix A 
 
Script for Participants 
 
Group 1 
Prior to the trial alone (with no competition): 
In this experiment you are tasked with completing an online game of Concentration.  The display 
will feature a 5x6 grid of tiles that can be overturned two at a time to reveal distinct images.  
There are 15 pairs of identical images throughout the grid.  When two different images are 
overturned, they will be subsequently placed in their original position.  When two identical 
images are overturned, they will disappear from the grid.  The objective is to match all the tiles 
as quickly as possible, leaving the grid empty. The game will begin when the proctor says “go.” 
 
Prior to the trial with competition: 
In this experiment you are tasked with completing an online game of Concentration.  The display 
will feature a 5x6 grid of tiles that can be overturned two at a time to reveal distinct images.  
There are 15 pairs of identical images throughout the grid.  When two different images are 
overturned, they will be subsequently placed in their original position.  When two identical 
images are overturned, they will disappear from the grid.  The objective is to match all the tiles 
before your opponent.  The first person to complete the game wins. The game will begin when 
the proctor says “go.” 
 
Group 2 
Prior to the trial with competition: 
In this experiment you are tasked with completing an online game of Concentration.  The display 
will feature a 5x6 grid of tiles that can be overturned two at a time to reveal distinct images.  
There are 15 pairs of identical images throughout the grid.  When two different images are 
overturned, they will be subsequently placed in their original position.  When two identical 
images are overturned, they will disappear from the grid.  The objective is to match all the tiles 
before your opponent.  The first person to complete the game wins.  The game will begin when 
the proctor says “go.” 
 
Prior to the trial alone (with no competition): 
In this experiment you are tasked with completing an online game of Concentration.  The display 
will feature a 5x6 grid of tiles that can be overturned two at a time to reveal distinct images.  
There are 15 pairs of identical images throughout the grid.  When two different images are 
overturned, they will be subsequently placed in their original position.  When two identical 
images are overturned, they will disappear from the grid.  The objective is to match all the tiles 
as quickly as possible, leaving the grid empty.  You have no opponent. The game will begin 
when the proctor says “go.” 


